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MOFGA offers more events…
And more people come.  11 events in 2005.  30 events now.
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Farmer to Farmer Conference
Started in 1990 with 86 attendees; 300 regularly attend today
Enables growers from our bioregion to share information
Cosponsored with the University ofMaine Cooperative Extension
Organic menu!
Grow Your Own
Every April, 20+ workshops running concurrently around Maine
Column in MOFGA newspaper
Demonstrations at the Fair
Seed & Scion exchange

Common Ground Country Fair
Largest organic fair in USA
Since 1977; draws ~55,000 people over 3 days
Educational & conscious raising
Important market forMaine-grown organic products
Stimulates local economy





Journey Person Program
• Started in1999.  Has grown to be a national model, supporting 
over 200 beginning farmers.
• 89% success rate
• Over half seek organic certification
• Instruction include whole farm planning, farm food safety, labor 
management, market access, business planning, relationship 
management, and the gamut of technical production topics

Access to Land
Developing new ways to lend money to farmers
Developing alternative models for land tenure
Partnering with ....
Maine Farmland Trust 
Land for Good 
Farmlink


Nice things about our Certification 
Process
• We involve farmers
• Our fees are reasonable, especially for the small farmer
• We are very flexible about administrative non-compliances like 
paying fees
• We are close-by and familiar.  We consume our producers 
goods.
• We try to be helpful as much as possible
Nice things coming from MOFGA
• Ag Services Staff
• NRCS Technical Service Provider
• A fee subsidy program of its own for the <$10K gross income 
producers
• Marketing 
• Educational events and programs
Why do so many get certified?
• Loyalty toward the MOFGA brand
• Appreciation for the way MOFGA has supported them (JPs)
• The feeling that MOFGA Certification Services is a little different 
from other certifiers and the USDA
• MOFGA’s high profile in Maine
How do we improve retention and 
growth?
• Producers need to see a greater financial return for their efforts
• More work needs to be done educating consumers about 
labels, including local vs organic.  
• Creative ways are needed to work with non-certified producers 
who market as organic…We like a ‘carrot’ approach
• More work marketing the MOFGA-certified brand and making it 
more distinctive and sought after
